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In this study, we propose and demonstrate efficient electron-hole pair injection from InGaN/GaN
multiple quantum well nanopillars 共MQW-NPs兲 to CdSe/ZnS core/shell nanocrystal quantum dots
共NQDs兲 via Förster-type nonradiative energy transfer. For that we hybridize blue-emitting
MQW-NPs with red-emitting NQDs and the resultant exciton transfer reaches a maximum rate of
共0.192 ns兲−1 and a maximum efficiency of 83.0%. By varying the effective bandgap of core/shell
NQDs, we conveniently control and tune the excitonic energy transfer rate for these NQD integrated
hybrids, and our measured and computed exciton transfer rates are found to be in good agreement
for all hybrid cases. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3562035兴
Nanocrystal quantum dots 共NQDs兲 exhibit favorable
properties to be exploited for light emitting device applications. They feature size-tuneable effective band gap, strong
photoluminescence 共PL兲, high photostability, and easy means
of film deposition.1–3 Electrical current injection into these
nanocrystals is possible via using mixture of nanocrystalpolymer composites or hybridization of nanocrystal monolayers into a diode structure.4,5 However, high potential barriers due to surfactants around NQDs, workfunction
mismatch, and charge transport differences between the electrons and the holes limit the efficiency of such electrically
driven NQD based devices. Alternatively, Förster-type nonradiative energy transfer 共ET兲 can solve both charge injection
and transport problems. In addition, ET has the potential to
provide significant energy efficiency enhancement for hybrid
light emitting diodes 共LEDs兲.6–9 Today common LED technology typically makes use of color conversion process involving two recombination steps.10–12 The first radiative recombination step occurs in multiple quantum wells 共MQWs兲
of the LED, and subsequently, its emitted photons excite its
color conversion layer, which in turn luminescences in a second radiative recombination step. ET advantageously eliminates the needs for recombination step in MQWs, subsequent
photon extraction from MQWs and optical absorption in the
color conversion layer.13 However, the reported experimental
performances in terms of exciton transfer efficiency and percentage of the generated electron-hole pairs undergoing nonradiative ET from QWs to NQDs are commonly limited.
Achermann et al.14 experimentally demonstrated ET
pumping of semiconductor nanocrystals using an epitaxial
quantum well with a transfer efficiency of 65%. However, in
this structure the limitation was that only one single quantum
well could contribute to the color conversion through the
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nonradiative ET process. Furthermore, since the ET coupling
scales with d−4, where d is the distance between the QW and
NQD monolayer, the topmost layer was required to be extremely thin 共typically ⬍10 nm兲. But, such thinning the top
contact layer may undesirably increase the nonradiative carrier losses in the QW and generate other potential problems.
As a solution, Chanyawadee et al.15 demonstrated to use the
epiwafer having holes with elliptical cross-sections that
reach down to the active multiple quantum wells for efficient
ET. However, in this structure only 18% of the generated
electron-hole pairs experience nonradiative ET with an efficiency of 82%.
Different from the previous studies, we hybridize arrays
of InGaN/GaN multiple quantum well nanopillars 共MQWNPs兲 with CdSe/ZnS core/shell NQDs to enhance Förstertype nonradiative ET. We integrate red-emitting NQDs on
blue-emitting MQW-NPs for efficient and fast ET. As a result, an exciton transfer efficiency of 83.0% at a rate of
共0.192 ns兲−1 is achieved in this hybrid system, while 41% of
the generated electron-hole pairs in MQW-NPs undergo nonradiative ET. By further changing the effective bandgap of
NQDs, we conveniently adjust the excitonic ET rate for these
core/shell NQD integrated hybrids. Also, deriving and computing the exciton transfer rate for all hybrid cases, both
calculated and measured ET rates are found to be in good
agreement.
InGaN/GaN MQW-NPs are grown and fabricated for efficient exciton donor 共see Fig. S1 in Ref. 16兲. Here one of the
main advantages of NP formation is that the MQW-NPs exhibit stronger PL than the planar case.17,18 In Fig. S2 共in Ref.
16兲 the PL spectrum of the NP structure is presented, which
shows approximately a two-fold PL enhancement. As the acceptor we use trioctylphosphineoxide 共TOPO兲 capped
green-, yellow-, and red-emitting CdSe/ZnS core/shell NQDs
emitting at 540, 590, and 620 nm. The absorption and PL
spectra of these nanocrystals in toluene 共measured by Varian
fluorometer and spectrometer, respectively兲 are shown in Fig.
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FIG. 1. MQW-NPs PL decay 共at  = 450 nm兲 without NQDs. The dashed
lines are the numerical fits as described in text. Inset exhibits IRF and
FWHM of our time-resolved system.

S2 共and further details on NQDs are also provided in Ref.
16兲. We deposit NQD films on MQW-NPs in a cleanroom of
class-100 environment to prevent any contamination on the
NP surfaces, which may adversely affect the ET process. We
deposit these films by drop-casting on top of the NPs and
keep the samples on a hotplate at 100 ° C for 1 h to remove
excess solvent.
We use a fluorescence lifetime system of FluoTime 200
spectrometer by PicoQuant 共Ref. 19兲 to analyze electronhole pair transfer dynamics of the hybrid samples 共with further details on the system given in Ref. 16兲. This system
achieves an instrument response function 共IRF兲 full-widthat-half-maximum 共FWHM兲 of 200 ps, as shown in the inset
of Fig. 1. Because of the finite temporal response of IRF, the
exhibited decays are the actual response of NPs convoluted
with the IRF response.20 Thus the time-resolved emission
decays may not seem as perfect exponentials. In our analyses, we take this case into account and make numerical fits to
the measured decays accordingly. For the case of only NPs
shown in Fig. 1, we use Eq. 共S1兲 共provided in Ref. 16兲,
which relates the reference NP PL decay to the, IRF共t兲, and
the PL decay component with a lifetime, np, and an amplitude, A. For the case of MQW-NPs hybridized with NQDs
presented in Fig. 2, 共and also for those depicted in Figs. S3
and S4 in Ref. 16兲, we use Eq. 共S2兲 in Ref. 16, where ET is
the nonradiative ET lifetime, because the generated electronhole pairs close to NQDs 共with a distance comparable to or
less than 2⫻ Förster radius兲 make nonradiative ET but those
farther away from the NQDs do not.The time-resolved spectroscopy of only MQW-NPs is depicted in Fig. 1, which
leads to a decay rate of 共0.944 ns兲−1 by using Eq. 共S1兲.16
Strong spectral overlap 共J兲 between the emission of the donor
MQW-NPs and the absorption of the acceptor NQDs is important to achieve efficient nonradiative exciton transfer. The
spectral overlap is calculated by using Eq. 共S3兲 共given in
Ref. 16兲, which depends on the corrected fluorescence intensity of the donor, FD共兲, and the extinction coefficient of the
acceptor, A共兲, at the optical wavelength, .20 The selection
of the red-emitting NQDs allows for a strong spectral overlap of 4.421⫻ 1016 M−1 cm−1 nm4. In Fig. 2 the timeresolved fluorescence of these MQW-NPs furnished with the
red-emitting NQDs at the donor emission wavelength 共
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FIG. 2. MQW-NPs PL decay 共at  = 450 nm兲 with red-emitting NQDs. The
dashed lines are the numerical fits as described in text. Inset exhibits steadystate PL spectrum of these MQW-NPs with the red-emitting NQDs.

= 450 nm兲 is shown. It is clearly observable that the decay
rate of the MQW NPs is increased because of the ET from
the NPs to NQDs. To extract the ET rate and the percentage
of the electron-hole pairs experiencing nonradiative transfer,
we use Eq. 共S2兲. As a result of the numerical analysis, 41%
of the generated electron-hole pairs in the MQW-NPs are
found to be transferred to the NQDs while the rest of them
make recombination in the NPs. Moreover, the nonradiative
exciton transfer rate in this hybrid structure is determined to
be 共0.192 ns兲−1. Also using Eq. 共S4兲,16 an ET efficiency
level of 83.0% is found out for this MQW-NP and NQD
hybrid sample. Although interspacing between the NPs and
NQDs consisting of the ZnS shell 共0.6 nm兲 and TOPO
ligands 共1.1 nm兲 decreases the transfer efficiency, the strong
spectral overlap results in high ET efficiency. Here it is
worth noting that the ZnS shell provides a thick enough potential barrier that prevents the tunneling of carriers so that
the NP PL quenching cannot be due to a Dexter-type charge
transfer process. Therefore, we can undoubtedly state that the
shortening of the lifetime decay of MQW-NPs is as a result
of the Förster-type nonradiative ET. In the inset of Fig. 2 the
steady-state emission of this hybrid case is presented. The
red emission generated by NQDs becomes significantly more
dominant with respect to the MQW-NP emission because of
the strong ET, which is an important signature of the energy
outflow from the NPs and energy inflow into the QDs. It is
also an additional fact that the luminescence of NQDs without ET also contributes to the overall emission of NQDs and
makes it to be further stronger with respect to the NPs as
well.
To further understand and master the excitonic ET process, we vary the spectral overlap between the emission of
MQW-NPs and the absorption of NQDs. For that we integrate yellow-emitting CdSe/ZnS core/shell NQDs with
InGaN/GaN MQW NPs. The spectral overlap in this case is
decreased down to 1.491⫻ 1016 M−1 cm−1 nm4. The timeresolved spectroscopy of this hybrid case is shown in Fig. S3
共given in the Ref. 16兲, for which the decay rate is again
observed to increase because of the exciton transfer. According to our numerical fits using Eq. 共S2兲, we find out that 40%
of the electron-hole pairs are transferred from MQW-NPs to
the yellow-emitting NQDs. The ET rate and efficiency thus
correspondingly become slightly lower, which are extracted
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to be 共0.237 ns兲−1 and 79.8%, respectively. Although the
spectral overlap decreases for the case of NPs with yellowemitting NQDs, the ET efficiency does not significantly drop
because the distance between NQDs and MQWs decreases,
the dot density surrounding MQWs increases and the effective refractive index20 decreases due to the smaller size of
yellow-emitting NQDs in comparison to the red-emitting
NQDs. As a result, a high ET efficiency of 79.8% is still
maintained. We also incorporate green-emitting NQDs on
MQW-NPs, for which the spectral overlap is even further
reduced to 4.933⫻ 1015 M−1 cm−1 nm4. The time-resolved
spectroscopy of this hybrid case with green-emitting NQDs
is shown in Fig. S4 共given in Ref. 16兲. According to our
numerical fits, the transfer rate and efficiency decrease to
共0.253 ns兲−1 and 78.8%, respectively, and the electron-hole
pairs undergoing nonradiative ET slightly reduces to 39%.
Both in the inset of Figs. S3 and S4, the steady-state emission spectra are shown, and according to them the NQDs
emission suppresses the luminescence of MQW-NPs because
of the exciton migration from MQW-NPs into NQDs.16
We also make computational analyses of exciton transfer
rates to further prove the ET process. For that we derive the
electron-hole pair transfer formula for our hybrid architectures. According to our model, MQWs transfer their
electron-hole pairs to NQD layer at the surface of the NPs.
We calculate the expected ET rates by using Eq. 共1兲, which is
derived from Eqs. 共S5兲–共S7兲 in Ref. 16. For the hybrid case
of red-emitting NQDs integrated on MQW-NPs, the spectral
overlap 共J兲 is calculated to be 4.421⫻ 1016. The interspacing
共d兲 between the center of the nanocrystal and quantum wells
in NPs are taken to be 4.0 nm, which consists of 2.3 nm
CdSe core radius, 0.6 nm ZnS shell radius, and 1.1 nm
TOPO length. The refractive index 共n兲 of 1.934 is estimated
by averaging both refractive index of ligands surrounding
NQDs as 1.468 and the refractive index of NQD as 2.4.21
The quantum efficiency of the donor multiple quantum well
NPs is 20%. As a result, Förster radius 共R0兲 corresponds to
5.777 nm. We also know the decay rate of the NPs alone 共kD兲
to be 共0.944 ns兲−1 and the dot density 共兲 to be 2.100
⫻ 1012 cm−2. By plugging all these parameters into Eq. 共1兲
for MQW-NPs with red-emitting NQDs, we obtain an ET
rate of 共0.197 ns兲−1 and this computed value is in good
agreement with our measured ET rate of 共0.192 ns兲−1. Similarly, we also calculated the ET rate for yellow- and greenemitting NQDs on the MQW-NPs and the used parameter
values are summarized in Table S1. We obtained the respective ET rates of 共0.230 ns兲−1 and 共0.248 ns兲−1, and these are
also in good agreement with our measured ET rates of
共0.237 ns兲−1 and 共0.253 ns兲−1, respectively. This supports
that ET between the NP and NQDs is originated by dipole–
dipole interaction, which is in agreement with the Förster
model.
kET =

kD0.5R6o
.
d4

共1兲

In conclusion, we studied nonradiative electron-hole pair migration from InGaN/GaN multiple quantum well Np structures to CdSe/ZnS core/shell NQDs. We observed fast nonradiative exciton transfer from blue-emitting MQW-NPs to
red-emitting NQDs at a rate of 共0.192 ns兲−1. Furthermore,
we demonstrated controlled tuning of the excitonic ET rate

to 共0.237 ns兲−1 and 共0.253 ns兲−1 for the yellow- and greenemitting NQD integrated layers, respectively. In all of these
hybrid cases, 41%–39% of the generated electron-hole pairs
in the NPs are observed to be transferred to the NQDs. Such
hybrid NP architectures decorated with QDs hold great
promise for making excitonic devices.
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